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1. Introduction

Increasingly stringent regulations on the sustainability of cars
and trucks are a growing challenge for manufacturers.[1] At
the same time, increasing demands for comfort and safety must
be met. Given the current electrification in the automotive sector,
low vehicle weight is of particular importance. One solution is
lightweight design, for which high-strength aluminum alloys
such as EN AW-7075 are particularly suitable due to their high
strength-to-density ratio.[2] These are used for body-in-white
and crash-relevant components in particular.[3] They are most
commonly delivered in the high-strength T6 condition due to
its stability over time. However, these alloys have not yet been

widely used due to their low formability
at room temperature.[4] It is well known
that forming of aluminum at elevated
temperatures allows for increased form-
ability.[5] As a result, several temperature-
assisted forming processes, such as hot
forming, warm forming, and W-Temper
forming, have been investigated in the past
and are being used in the industry. A com-
prehensive review of current developments
can be found in Zheng et al.[6]

During the hot forming and die quench-
ing process, the EN AW-7075 blank is
undergoing solution annealing (SA) at
460-480 °C. The subsequent forming and
quenching of the part is done simulta-
neously and the necessary quenching time
extends the cycle times. Artificial aging is
required to achieve T6 condition again.[7]

The W-Temper condition is achieved
after SA and additional quenching.
The forming process takes place at room

temperature and takes advantage of a significant increase in form-
ability for a limited time period after quenching. Both hot forming
and W-Temper forming require subsequent artificial ageing by
heat treatment to restore the high strength T6 condition.[4,8]

Min et al. significantly shorten the necessary artificial ageing cycles
compared to conventional approaches while achieving similar
high-strength properties.[9] Both processes require energy-
intensive SA of the entire blank prior to forming, regardless of
the part geometry, which increases cycle times.

Alternatively, warm forming is carried out at temperatures
below the recrystallization temperature.[5] For bending of 7xxx,
a temperature of 180 °C is recommended.[10] In particular, EN
AW-7075 T6 shows a significant increase in formability at
temperatures between 140 and 200 °C while maintaining its
initial high strength properties in the finished part.[2,11–13]

Losses in strength properties at higher temperatures can be
recovered during industrial paint bake cycles.[14]

Positive effects can be achieved by locally increased tempera-
tures. Nonisothermal forming by heating the flange area while
keeping the punch at a lower temperature increases the deep
drawing capacity for aluminum forming.[15,16] In any case, when
heating large tool sections, the design is complex to ensure tem-
perature homogeneity.[17]

Another approach to increasing forming limits is the use of
Tailored Heat Treated Blanks, where local heat treatment is used
to create inhomogeneous properties for favorable material flow
during forming at room temperature. It was found that softening
only critical areas in the forming zone is favorable compared to
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The aluminum alloy EN AW-7075 T6 is used in the automotive sector for its
favorable strength-to-weight ratio. However, the limited cold formability is currently
addressed by energy- and time-consuming temperature-assisted processes. In order
to limit the effort to critical forming areas only, the state-of-the-art shows promising
results for increasing the blank temperature in the range of warm forming. The
design of new processes in an industrial context requires appropriate numerical
simulation with inherent complexity due to time- and temperature-dependent
effects. Herein, the potential of a newly developed tool setup and process chain with
integrated local contact heating of the EN AW-7075 T6 blank is investigated on the
basis of a curved hat profile. A thermomechanically coupled FEmodel of the process
is developed and validated. The influence of the local heating layout is analyzed in
experimental forming tests and a corresponding process window is derived. The
influence of local heating on the occurring failure mechanisms is discussed based
on simulation results. The equivalent plastic strain evolution is successfully used to
evaluate the local heating dependent failure behavior. A significant increase in the
overall formability of the part is achieved by the proposed process chain.
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softening the entire forming zone.[18] Design principles for the
zone layout have been derived and applied to complex parts such
as cross-cup and B-pillar.[19] Local heating of the blank can be
achieved by light radiation (laser), electromagnetic induction,
or direct contact conduction heating. The latter allows rapid heat-
ing of large blanks compared to the other technologies.[20] A
direct comparison shows its advantage of very good reproducibil-
ity and high productivity for industrial applications.[18] Contact
heating is successfully used for local SA of 6016.[21]

However, the very local manipulation of material properties
has not yet been applied to warm forming of the high-strength
aluminum alloy EN AW-7075. Therefore, the aim of this article is
to investigate an efficient temperature-assisted process to
increase formability and prevent failure by locally increasing
the temperature of the blank in-line to warm forming condition
using tool-integrated contact heating.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Process Definition for the Application of Local Heating
Units

The process route for temperature-assisted forming by local
contact heating of the blank is proposed and used in this inves-
tigation, as shown in Figure 1. In this process, the blank heating
is achieved by conductive heat transfer from active tool

components, referred to as Local Heating Units (LHUs), to
specific areas of the blank. These LHUs should be integrated into
the tool and heat critical areas of the blank during the press
stroke to shorten cycle times and limit heat losses. This process
is achieved by the depicted kinematics and characteristic operat-
ing positions of the LHU. From the initial position, the LHU con-
tacts the blank during the closing motion and is compressed. In
this second position, the blank is pressed against the blankholder
by the LHU and heat is transferred from the heated cylinder for a
specific period of time. Once the press reaches a set position, the
LHU is retracted to be flush with the die surface. This position is
maintained during the forming process. There is no significant
contact pressure between the LHU and the blank due to the
distanced blankholder.

2.2. Tool Design for Process- and Tool-Integrated LHU
Application

In order to implement the process described in Figure 1, a
multipurpose forming tool was designed as shown in
Figure 2a. The lower part of the tool houses the blankholder
mounted on gas springs. The punch is positioned at the tool
center. The punch force is measured by two load cells type
C2S (MecSense Messtechnik GmbH) positioned below the
punch. The upper part of the tool consists of the die and
multiple LHUs, as shown in Figure 2b. The LHU consists of

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the process of local contact heating with corresponding kinematics of the LHU in the characteristic operating
positions.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. a) Tool setup inside the press, b) LHU components, c) installed LHUs protruding from the die surface, and d) positioning of the blank on the
curved punch.
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a 50mm-diameter cylinder with electrical heating cartridges and
a Type K thermocouple at 1 mm distance from the ground
bottom surface. The active cylinder of each LHU can be indepen-
dently set between room temperature and 450 °C using an
external closed-loop controller. Temperatures above 450 °C
may lead to failure of the heating cartridges in the present setup.
Once the target temperature is reached, it is kept constant. The
active cylinder is mounted to the guiding with insulation type
K-ThermAS 800M (AGK Hochleistungswerkstoffe GmbH) in
between. The housing is mounted to the die and holds the guid-
ing, allowing for 20mm of vertical travel. The moving part of the
LHU is spring-loaded with a return force ranging from 350 N
(bottom end point) to 680 N (upper end point). It is raised by
the pneumatic actuator, which is triggered by an electric
pushbutton at a set tool position. The LHUs are positioned in
cylindrical cut-outs in the die. They protrude 20mm from the
die surface at their lower end point, as shown in Figure 2c.
During forming, the die and blankholder are spaced by
1.7mm by means of distancing cylinders. The curved punch
has a concave and convex radius in the style of the 2008
Numisheet benchmark study and corresponding blank dimen-
sions, as shown in Figure 2d.[22] The outer edges of the blank
are milled to avoid edge cracking. Due to the tool and blank
setup, the forming operation corresponds to a bending with
curved edges and spaced blankholder application.[23] The
LHUs are positioned in the flange area of the blank in the
concave and convex radii, respectively, as shown in Figure 2d.

The blank is positioned by a pin mounted on the punch while
it is manually aligned with a stop bracket. The multipurpose
forming tool is mounted in a servo-electric press SWP 2500
(synchropress GmbH), which allows positions to be held for
specified periods of time.

2.3. Forming Trials

The test parameters used in the experimental investigation are
listed in Table 1. Aluminum alloy EN AW-7075 was used in
its as-delivered condition T6 with a thickness of 1.5mm. All
active forming tools in contact with the blank are made of hot
work tool steel Unimax (Uddeholm, voestalpine High
Performance Metals Deutschland GmbH) at 57� 1 HRC
with polished die and punch radii. The forming tool and blanks
were lubricated with mineral oil Putrol NW V 1933-30 N-1
(MKU-Chemie GmbH) and applied manually by brush. Once
the LHU reaches the set temperature, the blank is positioned
by a pin mounted on the punch and manually aligned with a stop
bracket.

The four-stage forming process follows the press stroke shown
in Figure 3a. First, the press is closed and the LHUs are com-
pressed by 10mm after blank contact. The tool is then held at
a constant position for 2 s. The press then continues closing
and the LHUs are retracted before distancing comes into contact.
Finally, the blankholder is displaced for 95mm where forming
takes place for the last 75mm. The press movement is composed
of sinusoidal function segments.

The punch force and blankholder displacement are measured
during each test. The time of failure due to cracking, splitting, or
tearing is determined from the force signal. The corresponding
drawing depth is calculated from the blankholder position at
which the failure occurred, as shown in Figure 3b.

To validate the simulation, selected samples are cleaned after
forming and the surface is digitized using the 3D optical mea-
surement system ATOS (Carl Zeiss GOM Metrology GmbH).
The simulation is then fitted to the experimental surface in
the punch radii using a Gaussian best-fit method.

2.4. FE Modeling

This section describes the FE model used to simulate the process
described in the previous sections. It is represented in a 3D ther-
momechanical model in Abaqus 6.14-1, as shown in Figure 4a.
The simulation of heat transfer and forming is modeled using an
explicit solver. The subsequent springback is simulated using an

Table 1. Test parameters LHU applied in bending with curved edges and
distanced blankholder.

Parameter Setting or value

Alloy and temper EN AW-7075 T6

Sheet thickness 1.5 mm

Lubricant MKU Putrol NW V 1933-30 N-1

Punch radius/die radius 5mm/6.5 mm

Punch wall angle 3°

Punch convex/concave radius 40mm/50mm

Blankholder distancing 1.7 mm

Blankholder stroke/forming
stroke

95mm/75mm

Average forming speed 100mm s

LHU heating configurations Concave/convex/concave and convex

LHU temperatures Room temperature, 200, 300, 350, 400, and 450 °C

(a) (b)

Figure 3. a) Measured die displacement relative to the blankholder and blankholder displacement for a single trial; b) example determination of drawing
depth at failure.
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implicit solver with a damping coefficient of 0.02. The die dis-
placement is approximated with sinusoidal function segments
following the experimental press stroke. The test parameters
used in the numerical investigation are shown in Table 2.

The blank is modeled elastoplastically using von Mises
plasticity with isotropic hardening. It is specified by temperature-
and strain rate-dependent flow curves shown in Figure 4b. The
curve at 20 °C is obtained from uniaxial tensile tests performed
by the authors. The curves at 200, 250 and 300 °C are based on
the results of uniaxial tensile tests on the same batch of mate-
rial.[24] They are determined for different strain rates to account
for the dependence shown by Sotirov et al.[25] The Hockett–
Sherby approach is used to approximate the flow curves.[26]

Flow curves for 100 °C and 150 °C at 25% and 50% stress are
added by the authors between the 20 and 200 °C flow curves.
These curves are in good agreement with the literature and take
into account the nonlinear change in plastic properties at this
temperature range.[12,27] All other components are modeled as
rigid and discretized to account for heat conduction. Each
component is set to an initial temperature using homogeneous
predefined fields. Normal contact behavior between tool, LHUs,
and blank is modeled with an exponential contact behavior.
Tangential contact behavior is modeled with a constant
coefficient of friction of 0.01 according to Schell et al.[28]

Investigations with the same tool, aluminum alloy, and lubricant
at varying temperatures show no significant changes.[29] Heat
transfer between tool and blank and LHUs and blank is modeled,
using the gap and pressure-dependent interfacial heat transfer
coefficient (IHTC) according to the approach presented by
Sellner et al.[30] The IHTC in the gap and pressure-free condition
is consistent with the results of Liu et al.[31] The simulation time
is reduced by using a mass scaling factor of 100 for forming and
10 000 for others. It is found that the mass scaling has no signifi-
cant effect on the forming results. A finer mesh is applied to the
areas of the tool in contact with the blank. The element sizes are
determined by convergence analysis. From the simulations,
stress triaxiality and equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) are analyzed
among others.[32]

2.5. Hypothesis and Scientific Question

The potential of the LHU is methodically evaluated in the sub-
sequent sections using the following assumption and questions.

Thesis 1: Localized blank heating increases the overall
formability of the entire component.

Thesis 2: Process capability can be assessed based on critical
plastic deformation.

Question: What principles can be derived for the process
design in terms of LHU layout and their temperature?

3. Results and Discussion

Section 3.1 shows geometrical and punch reaction force results
to validate the FE model. The simulation results in Section 3.2
show the relation between the stress state in the blank during
forming and the temperature distribution due to local heating.
Section 3.3 presents the forming test with local heating and
discusses them with further simulation results.

3.1. Validation of the FE Model

Validation of the FE model is carried out using OK parts for
selected combinations of the LHU application. The surface offset
of the experimental geometry is plotted against the simulated
geometry shown in Figure 5a. In general, the area at the punch
shows deviations of less than 1mm. It increases toward the wall
and flange areas due to the amplifying effect of the springback
angle with increasing wall height. The positive distance

(a) (b)

Figure 4. a) Sectional view of the FE model and b) flow curves for EN AW-7075 T6 at different temperatures and strain rates.

Table 2. Parameters for the thermomechanical FE heating and forming
simulation.

Parameter Setting or value

Specific heat Unimax: 460–656 J kg�1 K�1)[34,35]

(30–500 °C) 7075-T6: 863–1102 J kg�1 K�1[36]

Thermal conductivity Unimax: 27–29Wm�1 K�1[34]

(20–500 °C) 7075-T6: 121–158Wm�1 K�1[36]

Normal contact behavior Surface-to-surface exponential soft contact:

p(5 μm)= 0MPa; p(0 μm)= 3MPa

Tangential contact behavior Coulomb friction coefficient= 0.01[28]

Elements in blank contact Element type C3D8T

Blank maximum size: 2� 2� 0.5 mm3 (l� w� h)

Tool average size: 2� 2� 2 mm3 (l� w� h)

Refined punch and die radii: eight elements

IHTC-function
parameters[30]

Gap: IHTC(p= 0MPa, c= 0mm)= 0.7 kWm�2 K�1)

Pressure: IHTCmax= 9 kWm�2 K�1); p50 = 0.5 MPa
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represents an underestimation of the springback in the simula-
tion with the experimental surface above the simulated surface.

The simulated punch reaction force during forming is com-
pared with the measured force in Figure 5b. It is underestimated
by up to 4 kN for both LHUs applied after 0.6 s. At this point, the
heated concave flange area is drawn into the die radius. It can be
assumed that increased friction occurs at the die radius in the
experiment, which is not accounted for in the FE model. In
summary, the FE model is in good agreement with both the part
geometry and the forming forces.

3.2. Simulation Results for the Application of the LHU

Figure 6 presents the effect of the LHU application in the
concave and convex areas of the blank for varying temperatures

and drawing depth. The simulation results show a concentration
of compressive stress in the convex flange area and tensile stress
in the concave flange area as shown in Figure 6a. These areas
overlap with the areas of increased temperature in the blank
when LHUs are applied. As the drawing depth increases, the
qualitative stress distribution remains in a constant position
relative to the tool while the heated blank area is transferred
to the wall section of the hat profile.

The simulated blank temperature at the center of the LHU is
shown in Figure 6b. In addition to the constant holding time,
additional heating occurs for 0.7 s due to the delay in compres-
sion and retraction of the LHU. Temperature saturation is
achieved within the set heating time. Maximum temperatures
reach 50% of the initial LHU temperature. The reduction in
blank temperature prior to forming is limited to 25 °C.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. a) Validation of numerical simulation by geometrical offset and b) punch reaction force for OK trials using different LHU heating settings
(sample number referring to Figure 9 and 10).

(a) (b)

Figure 6. a) Distribution of stress triaxiality and temperature of the blank after LHU application for 20 and 50mm of drawing depth (convex LHU: 300 °C,
concave LHU: 400 °C); b) simulated temperature increase of the blank at the LHU center point P for varying symmetric LHU temperatures.
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Increasing the forming speed can reduce these losses before
and during forming. However, the material is very sensitive to
strain rate at warm forming temperatures, which could result
in a reduced formability. Significant changes in the plastic prop-
erties of the blank can be expected in the temperature range
reached at the selected forming speed.

3.3. Forming Trials with LHU Application

This section presents the experimental results on the
dependency of drawing depth for concave (Section 3.3.1), convex
(Section 3.3.2), and double-sided (Section 3.3.3) LHU applica-
tions. The corresponding failure patterns are discussed using
simulation results.

In general, the forming tests show no evidence of adhesion or
surface damage to the blanks. This is due to the avoidance of
contact normal pressure during the relative movement between
the LHUs and the blank, and the distancing of the tool. In addi-
tion, the localized short-term heat transfer limits the area suscep-
tible to increased wear.

3.3.1. Concave Heating

The drawing depths achieved at the time of failure for the form-
ing test without LHU application and with increasing tempera-
ture of the concave LHU are shown in Figure 7. The convex LHU
is permanently set at room temperature. Without LHU support,
the drawing depth shows a large scatter between 24 and 61mm.
Distinct failure patterns can be identified. Early failure occurs
from 17 to 27mm (sample 1). The typical failure pattern is a frac-
ture in the die radius area of the unheated convex side. This fail-
ure mode is similar to the tearing of sidewalls at the base of deep
drawn cups. It occurs as a result of the initial stretch forming
condition, which causes increased thinning of the blank. As
the wall transfers the load from the forming area to the punch,

critical tensile stresses in the order of the tensile strength can lead
to failure. Tearing usually occurs at the edge with the smaller
radius.[23] In this study, the elastic deformation of the blank results
in a larger bending radius above the punch than over the die,
where the blank is constrained by the distanced blankholder.
The concave LHU, located on the opposite side of the point of fail-
ure, does not transfer temperature into the critical area. As a result,
it has no significant effect on this specific failure mode.

Cold formed samples at higher drawing depths show initial
tearing at the blank edge of the concave wall extending to the
punch edge area (sample 2). The simulation results show the max-
imum value of PEEQ near the wall edge. This value is
significantly reduced at the equivalent drawing depth when the
concave LHU is applied (simulation 3 0). As a result, the failure
pattern no longer occurs. A critical value of PEEQ can be assumed
due to the limited plastic deformation of thematerial before failure
occurs. This will be discussed further in Section 3.4.

A third group of specimens is found at failure levels between
53 and 62mmwhen concave LHU is applied. The corresponding
failure pattern is a fracture in the wall section of the unheated
convex side (sample 3). The samples show wrinkling of the blank
at the corresponding local area of increased PEEQ in the simu-
lation. Failure in this area may be caused by the change from
compressive to tensile stress state at the transition from the
forming zone in the flange to the wall. The unfavorable stress
state then results in a reduced critical value of PEEQ.

Consequently, applying the LHU to the concave side does not
prevent failure at low drawing depths. The critical case for this
configuration is identified as the unheated convex side of the pro-
file due to tearing at the die radius after stretch forming.

3.3.2. Convex Heating

In Figure 8, the attained drawing depth at the time of failure
is shown for cold forming and increasing convex LHU

Figure 7. Process limits in terms of drawing depth for different concave LHU temperatures with typical fracture distributions and corresponding
simulation results.
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temperature. The concave LHU is permanently set at room tem-
perature. The results for the unheated test are discussed in
Section 3.3.1.

The drawing depth increases to 54 and 49mm at LHU temper-
atures of 200 and 300 °C, respectively. The specimens show a
characteristic failure pattern with initial tearing at the blank edge
of the concave wall extending to the punch edge area (sample 4
and 5). The pattern is similar to sample 2 in Figure 7 for cold
forming at 50mm drawing depth. The maximum value of
PEEQ is similar and especially higher for sample 5 compared
to the simulation of concave LHU heating in Figure 7 at the
drawing depth 3 0. Consequently, this failure is caused by limited
plastic deformation of the material without LHU application.
Again, a critical value of PEEQ can be assumed and will be dis-
cussed further in Section 3.3.3.

The local temperature increase in the convex primary forming
zone reduces the yield stress, allowing more plastic deformation
to take place, thereby reducing the stress transferred in the criti-
cal blank section at the die radius. As a result, the critical failure
mode in the thinned blank section after stretch forming identi-
fied for sample 1 in Section 3.3.1 is avoided for convex LHU
applications at 200 and 300 °C.

At higher LHU temperatures of 350 and 400 °C, failure occurs
at lower drawing depths. The corresponding specimens show ini-
tial tearing at the blank edge of the convex side as can be seen for
sample 6. The simulation at the corresponding drawing depth
shows that the blank area of increased temperature and reduced
yield stress is drawn into the die radius and wall section. Failure is
likely due to the reduced load-carrying capacity of this heated blank
area, which increases stress in the surrounding areas, leading to
critical stress levels in the die radius adjacent to the heated area.

It can be concluded that the use of the convex LHU increases
formability by preventing early failure at the convex die edge.
Temperatures above 300 °C reduce the drawing depth and lead

to failure characteristics caused by excessive local softening of the
material. The critical failure zone of this configuration at
optimum LHU temperatures is on the unheated concave side
at greater drawing depths due to higher levels of plastic deforma-
tion in the heated area. Therefore, a convex LHU temperature of
300 °C is used for double-sided heating, as presented in
Section 3.3.3.

3.3.3. Double-Sided Heating

The use of a single LHU on the concave side (Section 3.3.1) or
convex side (Section 3.3.2) of the hat profile results in a charac-
teristic distribution of the failure patterns at specific drawing
depths. This allows the critical failure zone to be located on
the opposite side to where the LHU is applied. As shown in
Figure 6a, the areas of increased temperature do not overlap
when heating is combined on both the concave and convex sides
due to the distance, the localized heat transfer from the LHUs,
and the short time to forming. It can therefore be assumed that
the positive effects of each individual LHU can be superimposed
to further increase formability. The convex LHU application
prevents the more critical failure at the convex die radius
(see Section 3.3.2). It is therefore set at 300 °C and the concave
LHU temperature is varied for the following tests.

The drawing depth achieved at the time of failure is shown in
Figure 9. It increases with increasing concave LHU temperature
from 49 to 59mm at 400 °C. The characteristic failure pattern
with initial tearing at the blank edge of the concave wall
extending to the punch edge area of samples 7 and 8 is similar
to samples 4 and 5 in Figure 8. The corresponding simulation
results show the critical area of high plastic deformation.

Individual samples show no failure when concave heating is
applied. At a concave LHU temperature of 450 °C, no failure can
be detected at the tool drawing limit of 75mm (sample 9). The

Figure 8. Process limits in terms of drawing depth for different convex LHU temperatures with typical fracture distributions and corresponding simula-
tion results.
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simulated PEEQ value in the critical wall area is drastically
reduced compared to lower concave LHU temperatures. The
expected NOK limit is successfully validated by additional
forming trials at 5% and 10% reduced drawing depth compared
to the earliest failed sample as shown in Figure 3.1.

It can be concluded that the use of local heating in the convex
and concave blank areas increases the formability of the overall
part by preventing early failure at the convex die edge and later
failure at the concave wall, respectively. This confirms Thesis 1
from Section 2.5.

3.4. PEEQ as a Process Design Criteria

The failure patterns examined in Section 3.3.3 in particular do
not show significant thinning due to forming with a spaced
blankholder. As a result, the failure criterion of forming limit
diagram (FLD) based on failure due to local necking is not suit-
able to characterize changes in formability. However, there are a
number of ductile damage models that are primarily dependent
on the plastic strain and stress triaxiality.[33] The failure pattern
and location are similar in the tests with double-sided LHU appli-
cation presented in Figure 9; thus, a comparable stress triaxiality
condition can be assumed. The plastic strain critical for failure
can therefore be considered in a simplified manner using PEEQ.
By analyzing the PEEQ value of the area critical for failure of the
component, the influence of local heating on the failure limit is
investigated in order to answer the question of Section 2.5.

For closer examination, the simulated PEEQ evolution along
the drawing depth for the node with maximum PEEQ at failure
or at the end of the test of each sample from Figure 9 is shown in
Figure 10. It can be seen that the maximum PEEQ value for these
critical nodes (highest overall PEEQ in the part) decreases at sim-
ilar drawing depth as the concave LHU temperature increases.
The lowest value of 0.347 is obtained at the highest temperature

of 450 °C. Tests with similar or lower PEEQ values can be con-
sidered safe as four OK tests were observed for this setting. Tests
with higher PEEQ values, typically for lower LHU temperatures,
have an increasing risk of failure.

As can be seen from the diagram, concave heating is an effec-
tive method of moving the critical PEEQ in this area of the sheet
towards safe values at higher drawing depths. This is due to a
change in the distribution of plastic deformation. As the temper-
ature in the concave forming zone increases locally, the plastic
deformation in the heat-affected zone also increases. This allows
for the resulting deformation in the adjacent unheated zones to be
reduced while maintaining the overall geometry of the part. Both
can be seen in the PEEQ distribution of sample 9 in Figure 9.

4. Conclusion and Outlook

In this article, a method for a tool- and process-integrated local
contact heating of EN AW-7075 T6 aluminum blanks is proposed

Figure 9. Process limits in terms of drawing depth for convex LHU at 300 °C and various concave LHU temperatures with 5% and 10% safety limits
(dashed lines), typical fracture distribution, and corresponding simulation results. The number of test is given for the same drawing depth.

Figure 10. Simulated development of equivalent plastic strain PEEQ
of the critical node at failure or trial end for varying LHU temperatures
(tests similar to Figure 9).
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and implemented in a tool design. A thermomechanically
coupled FE model is developed and validated with good overall
agreement, allowing the identification of critical blank areas and
failure mechanisms. The simulated maximum temperatures and
short heat influence times of less than 3 s show promising results
in terms of maintaining strength properties.[12]

LHU application in the convex forming zone is found to pre-
vent early failure due to tearing in thinned out blank sections.
The application of LHU in the concave forming zone further
increases the drawing depth by reducing critical plastic deforma-
tion in the unheated adjacent area. These effects are superimpos-
able. The results of experimental tests show effective failure
prevention with LHU application and an increase in drawing
depth of 211 % compared to forming at room temperature, con-
firming Thesis 1 formulated in Section 2.5.

Thesis 2 can also be confirmed, as the process capability can
be assessed by analyzing critical PEEQ concentrations and their
change due to LHU application. However, the results have lim-
ited applicability to the part geometry and LHU layout presented
in this article. The FE model can be applied to flexible process
design of further geometries by using a ductile failure criterion
suitable for the aluminum alloy EN AW-7075.

To answer the scientific question formulated in Section 2.5,
the results presented in this article allow the definition of design
principles for LHU layout and their temperature setting: 1) Local
blank heating indirectly avoids areas of critical deformation by
facilitating the plastic deformation in surrounding areas and
influencing the material flow. 2) LHUs should be placed in areas
of stress concentration in the primary forming zone to facilitate
local plastification. 3) A minimum LHU temperature is required
to achieve warm forming conditions in localized blank areas,
depending on the heat losses. Raising the LHU temperature
above a critical limit can cause in premature failure by creating
local weak spots.

The results indicate a promising way to efficiently increase
formability of complex high-strength aluminum parts by targeted
local contact heating of the blank.
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